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I. Introduction
In conjugated polymers, charge injection is followed by structural relaxation to form selflocalized nonlinear excitations; solitons, polarons and bipolarons. 1 For example in transpolyacetylene, solitons are formed by n- or p-type charge injection through chemical or
electrochemical doping, by n- or p-type charge injection at an MIS interface, or by electron-hole
pair injection (with subsequent charge separation) through photo-excitation at ho)>Eg where
Eg=2A is the energy gap and A is the order parameter of the bond-alternating ground state. In each
case, experiments have demonstrated a structural deformation and an associated electronic state
near mid-gap, with a corresponding shift in oscillator strength. Time-resolved measurements have
shown that this shift in oscillator strength occurs on the sub-picosecond time scale as predicted by
Su and Schrieffer. These shifts in oscillator strength following photo-absorption cause relatively
large changes in optical constants, and hence provide a mechanism for the large resonant third
2
order susceptibility.

The connection between the nonresonant nonlinear optical (NLO) response to optical pumping
well below the absorption edge and the resonant NLO response following absorption and photoexcitation has been discussed in terms of contributions from virtual soliton pairs enabled by
nonlinear zero-point fluctuations in the ground state. Because of the nonlinear zero-point motion,
there are finite matrix elements connecting the ground state with the relaxed state following the
creation of a soliton-antisoliton (S-S) pair. This mechanism implies a sengitivity of X(3) to the
existence of a degenerate ground state; lifting the degeneracy would confine the S-S pair, inhibit
separation, and thereby limit the NLO response.
Standard third-order perturbation theory yields the following expression for X(3 )(3(0) 3 :

X(3 )(3co) = e4 Y.Lnp[fgnfnmfmpfpgl { [Emg-3h0)][Eng-2hol[Epg+3h0o]

"

+ ---

(1)

where fgn represents the dipole matrix element between the ground state (g) and an excited state (n,
Cod"l

m, or p), and Eng represents the g- n energy difference (and Emg represents the g- m energy fo1~

aI'

o

3

difference, etc). Since the ground state has Ag symmetry, the dipole matrix elements require the
following sequence of virtual transitions:

n (Bu symmetry) --

g --

m (Ag symmetry) ---- p (Bu symmetry) --

g.

Since the strongest matrix elements for dipole transitions from the ground
state to excited states at relatively low energy are to the excited states with an
electron and a hole in states with wave vector k in the valence and conduction
bands respectively (the kBu states), the challenge is to find the Ag state with the
largest transition dipole moment atarting from the kBu states.
We have discovered 4 that the virtual transition from the kBu state to the Ag
state consisting of a pair of neutral solitons has two unique and critically
important features:
(i)

The matrix element contains an enormous enhancement factor,
7r4 (4o/a) 2 , where 4 0 /a=7 is the half width of the soliton in units of
the carbon-carbon distance along the chain. This enhancement factor
can be traced back directly to the remarkable strength of the soliton
mid-gap transition;

(ii) The energy to create a separated soliton pair isl Es.'9=(2/)Eg;
consequently, Eqn. 1 can be simultaneously resonant for threephoton and two-photon processes for a single pump frequency:
3o2o-

Eg,
(2/i)Eg

As a result, for conducting polymers with a degenerate ground state, the
magnitude of

X(3 )(-3c9;co,w) will be significantly enhanced by the virtual

soliton mechanism.
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Since confinement by resonance structures with different energies eliminates the free, separated
soliton pair states, lifting the degeneracy will quench this NLO mechanism, emphasizing the
importance of the interconnection between the chemical structure and the electronic properties of
conducting polymers.
We have recently reported6 (see following Section) the initial results of THG measurements on
cis- and trans-polyacetylene over the pump frequency range from 0.55 eV though 1.25 eV (see
following Section). The results show that X(3)(-3w;co,w,co) for trans-polyacetylene is an order of
magnitude larger than that for the cis-isomer over the entire spectral range, even comparing the
respective 3co resonance maxima.
The THG data, therefore, prove the existence of a symmetry specific NLO
mechanism favoring the degenerate ground state system, consistent with an
important contribution from virtual soliton pairs enabled by nonlinear zero-point
fluctuations. These experimental results and the progress in theory that were
stimulated by the results demonstrate that peak values for

X(3) of order 10- 7 esu

should be achievable for a conjugated polymer with a degenerate ground stat',
and that an enhancement of X(3) by more than an order of magnitude over the
rigid band contribution due to the (S-S) Ag intermediate state contribution can be
expected for a system with a degenerate ground state.

I. Detailed Summary of Significant Results
We summarize experimental results which demonstrate the existence of a mechanism for NLO
response which is specific to the degenerate ground state polymer. Comparative THG
measurements on cis- and trans-(CH)x over the pump frequency range 0.55eV-1.3 eV show that
X(3) for trans-(CH)x is an order of magnitude larger over the entire spectral range. 6 ,7 The data
imply an important contribution to X(3) from virtual soliton pairs enabled by nonlinear zero-point
fluctuations.

5
Although the cis/trans comparison is consistent with the soliton pair intermediate Ag state
mechanism, the measured X(3)(3w) values obtained from as-grown polyacetylene films are more
than an order of magnitude smaller than calculated. To achieve the predicted high performance
values for X(3)(3o), materials of the highest quality are required; oriented trans-(CH)x with
structural order sufficient to obtain an electrical conductivity (after doping) of -20,000 S/cm. The
reduced disorder increases X(3)(3o,) by more than an order of magnitude to 10-8-10 -7 esu for hco
within the energy gap (Eg), in agreement with the calculated contribution from SS intermediate
states.

A. X(3 )(3wo) Measurements of cis- and trans-(CH)x: Symmetry Specific NLO Mechanism

For the cis-trans comparison experiment, thin film cis-(CH)x was synthesized using the
Shirakawa method 8 onto a sapphire substrate which was mounted onto a cold finger; to prevent
conversion to the trans-isomer, the cold finger was maintained at 195K using a dry ice/acetone
mixture. After completing the THG measurements on the cis-isomer, conversion to trans-(CH)x
was accomplished by heating the sample to 438K; to minimize errors, the same sample was used
for both the cis- and trans-(CH)x THG measurements. Absorption spectra taken before and after
each series of measurements showed that conversion from cis- to trans-(CH)x was not induced by
beam heating (or other causes) during the measurements
THG measurements were referenced to a fused silica plate of known X(3) and index of
refraction. 9a ,9b The light source was a Nd:YAG laser; the frequency doubled output pumped a dye
laser, which in turn pumped either a Raman shifter or a difference frequency generator. The
fundamental (o) was tuneable from 0.55 eV to 1.4 eV. The Maker's fringe method was used1 0 ;
THG intensity measurements were taken at 31 different angles using a rotation stage. To improve
the signal to noise ratio, each point on the fringe pattern was an average of 128 measurements of
THG intensity waveform. Since each data point requires two Maker's fringe measurements (on the
sample and on the reference), each X(3)(3o) is based on 7936 measurements of THG intensity. The
X(3)(3o) values were reproducible within 15%, including variations across the sample.
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The data, X(3)(-3o;o,co,o) vs co are summarized in Figure 1; solid points are for trans-(CH)x
and open circles are for 'cis"-(CH)x; i.e cis-(CH)x containing abeut 10-15% of the trans-isomer.
Since it is difficult to obtain pure cis-(CH)x, the solid curves represent the data analyzed in terms of
effective medium theory:
X(3)(3co)

= (l-f) X(3)(3o,)cis +

f X(3)(3(o))Irans

(2)

where f is the volume fraction of trans-(CH)x in the "cis'-(CH)x.In Eqn 2, X(3)(3wo) is assumed to
be of the form obtained from perturbation theory (see Eqn 1).3 Implicit in the effective medium
theory is the assumption that the cis and transregions in the partially isomerized sample occur at
random on a length scale smaller than the wavelength of the light so that one must add before
squaring to get the output power. The implied interference is evident in the anti-resonance observed
at 0.65eV in the cis-(CH)x data; the solid curve is the fit to Eqn 1 with f = 0.11. The X(3)(3o)
values from different samples were in good agreement; the data in Fig. 1 represent an average
from two independently prepared samples.
The results in Figure 1 demonstrate that the nonresonant values of X(3)(3 o)trans (dot-dashed
curve) are 10-20 larger than X(3)(3co)1cis (dashed curve) over the entire spectral range. 5 On
resonance, where the peak value is inversely proportional to the linewidth, the peak value for trans(CH)x is still five times larger, even though the cis-(CH)x three-photon resonance is an order of
magnitude narrower. The trans-cisX(3)-ratio is, therefore, significantly larger than that predicted in
the rigid lattice approximation, 2 where any difference in X(3)(3o) between the two isomers would
be proportional to Eg -6.
We conclude that there exists an important contribution to X(3)(3wo) which is symmetry specific,
favoring the degenerate ground state.

B. The Role of Disorder
The larger values of

X(3) for trans-(CH)x (Fig. 1) can be qualitatively understood if we

consider the rigid band contribution to be characteristic of cis-(CH)x where the ground state
degeneracy has been lifted, and the soliton pair excitations confined. However, the absolute value
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of X(3)(3(o)ltans is an order of magnitude smaller than the calculated curves 4 at all frequencies. We
have shown that this discrepancy arises from disorder-induced localization of the n-electron
wavefunctions on the polyene chains.
It is well-known that disorder causes localization of electronic wavefunctions in onedimensional systems. In general, the mean localization length, lloc, is limited by structural order;
lloc < lp_ L where lp is the persistance length, and L=Na is the end-to-end chain length. A dramatic
increase in NLO response with increasing conjugation length has been predicted; 11, 12 X(3 )/n - nv
where n is the polymerization index, and v-3-4. Although X(3 )/n must saturate for long chains,
saturation does not occur 12 until n -102.
Because of disorder, 11o c can be expected to be much less than L, thus limitinb X(). Since
disorder-induced localization limits the electrical conductivity, a, in all but the most highly ordered
samples of doped conducting polymers, 13 one can estimate 11c from the mean free path (k)
inferred from the conductivity. For a = 104 S/cm, X-100A while for (Y<10 2 S/cm all states are
localized with X at most a few lattice constants. The implied short conjugation length for typical
polymers implies that ordered macromolecules are required to obtain the anticipated advantages of
delocalization on X().
In Figure 2, we plot X(3 )11(3(o) for an oriented sample of trans-(CH)x (draw ratio 10) prepared
using the best techniques currently available1 4 ; the subscript denotes the diagonal component; both
the co and 3o beams are polarized parallel to the orientation direction Such samples, when doped
with Iodine routinely yield ay-(1-3)x10 4 S/cm. 14 The spectrum is essentially identical to that in
Figure 1, but the magnitude of X(3) has increased by more than an order of magnitude (a factor of
40 near the simultaneous two and three-photon resonance). Since the orientational average for a
random sample is <cos 6 6>1/ 2=(l17) 1/2, the large increase in X( 3)11(3co) results primarily from telectron delocalization.
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C. Comparison of the Results with the Soliton Ag Intermediate State NLO Mechanism
Since solitons are known to be important nonlinear excitations in trans-(CH)x, and since the
energy to form a separated SS pair is less than Eg, 1 SS pairs might be expected to be important
intermediate states in Eqn. 2. Moreover, because of the continuum of soliton pair states, which
decrease in energy from Eg to (2/t)Eg as a function of SS separation, Eqn. 2 can be simultaneously
resonant at 3co and at 2o: 4

0o

-- Eg/3

(3-photon resonance to the e-h pair continuum)

- Egt

(2-photon resonance to the SS pair continuum)

Consequently, for conducting polymers with a degenerate ground state, X(3)(-3w;w,oo) will be
significantly enhanced by the neutral SS intermediate Ag state mechanism.
Calculations of Eqn.2 have been carried out using the neutral soliton pair Ag intermediate
states. 4 The ratio of the nonresonant prefactors defines the relative magnitudes of the rigid band
contribution, IX(3)RBI and the contribution from the neutral SS intermediate Ag state mechanism,
IX(3)sl
IX3(3)s /IX(3)IRB = (r/2)ps[7t2 o/a]

where

/a - 7 is the half-width of the soliton measured inunits of the carbon-carbon distance

along the chain, and Ps is the density of solitons in the ground state as a result of quantum lattice
fluctuations (nonlinear zero point motion). The magnitude of the nonlinear Franck-Condon factor
was estimated from the 15% reduction in the bond-alternation compared with that calculated in the
classical lattice approximation, 15 due to nonlinear zero-point motion; ps-0.025. 4 Substituting into
Eqn 10 yields approximately 3 for the ratio.16 The SS intermediate state mechanism dominates
even off resonancebecause the electronic enhancement factor, (n/2)J[2Eo/a].-- 110 is only partially
offset by the nonlinear Franck-Condon overlap factor, ps- 0.025. In addition, the contibution from
the mechanism involving neutral soliton Ag intermediate states is further enhanced by the
simultaneous 2- and 3-photon resonance (see Eqn. 3)4.
Since soliton pair confinement in a backbone structure with nondegenerate ground state (such
as the cis-isomer of polyacetylene) limits the SS pair separation, 1 lifting the ground state
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degeneracy is expected to quench the NLO mechanism arising from neutral soliton Ag intermediate
states .This is qualitatively consistent with the data from cis-(CH)x; the results in Figure 1
demonstrate that the nonresonant values of X(3)(3o))Icis (dashed curve) are significantly smaller than
X(3)(3o)Ium (dot-dashed curve).
For trans-(CH)x, the calculated curves are in agreement with the general frequency dependence
of the X(3)(3o) data. The experimental results are, therefore, consistent with the simultaneous 2and 3-photon resonance predicted by Eqn 3. The absolute magnitude of the calculated curve is of
the correct order of magnitude, provided that prior to separation into a neutral soliton pair,
Coulomb correlations bring the 2Ag state down in energy, close to the 1Bu state. A detailed
comparison of the calculated curves (for various values of the Coulomb correlation parameter and
the lifetime of the neutral soliton Ag state lifetime) with the data will be presented in a subsequent
publication.

M. Conclusion
In conclusion, for trans-polyacetylene, X(3 )(3o) > 10-8 - 10- 7 esu for ho<Eg. Since disorder
localizes the x-electrons and thereby reduces the magnitude of X(3), high quality structurally
ordered polymers are required to achieve the high performance values needed for use in photonics.
The cis/transcomparison, and the general agreement of the calculated curves with the experimental
results for trans-(CH)x, imply that nonlinear zero-point motion enables the dominant contribution
to X(3)(3o) via the correlated neutral soliton pair Ag intermediate state in conjugated polymers with
degenerate ground state.
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Figure 1: X(3)(3co) results obtained from THG measurements on "cis"- (open circles) and tranls(CH)x (solid points); the solid curve repre,!ents the fit to Eqn 1 with Eg(cis)=2.09 eV and
Eg(tr'ris)=1.72eV. The dashed and dot-dashed curves represent pure cis-(CH)x and trans(CH)x , respectively.
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Figure 2: X(3)11(3o) for an oriented sample of trans-(CH)x (draw ratio 10); both the CO and 3o
beams are polarized parallel to the orientation direction.

